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Letter?1?1)? 1884? 11? 23?
88 Lancaster Rd.
Bayswater
Nov 23?1884?2)
Dear Professor
Allow me to introduce you [to] J. Soyeda, a compatriot of mine. He
is a Graduate of our University there [and] he studied economy & State
laws and wishes to attend your lectures.3) I shall consider it as a personal
favour if you will take some interest in him & give him such periodical[,]
occasional4) advice as you might think desirable or as he might ask you for
carrying out his plan of study.
I am dear Professor
yours sincerely?
K. Suyematz5)
1???????Professor Foxwell / University??????????????????????
??????? \Borne by Soyeda"????? \K. Suyemaz" ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? Letter
??????
2?????????????????????????????
3???????1882 ???????????????????????1884 ? 7 ???????
9) Edward Ernest Foxwell?1851-1922?
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????????????????????????????????????????????
??? 9 ????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????H.?????????????????????
?????????????11 ? 6 ??????????????????????????
???????????????1884 ??11 ??????????????????????
??????????????1985?101 ???
??????????????????????????? St. John's College ????
1884 ? 5 ???????????????????????Clark, J.W.??1902?p.582??
?????? St. John's College ??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????\?????????
?" ?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????1999?98 ????????????????????
????????1885 ??????????1?3 ????????????????A. ??
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????non-collegiate student?????????????
4??? \occasional" ????????????????
5???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????? 11?1878?????????????????????
?1880 ? 12 ?????????????????1879 ??? 80 ????University College,
London??????? Suyematz, K.?????????1881 ????????????10
?12 ??????????????????????????????????????1873
? 5 ? St. John's College ???????10 ????1877 ???????????????
?????1871 ????????1873 ? 11 ? Trinity College ???????1874 ??
???????????????????????????? 1883 ? 10 ??? St. John's
College ?????1884 ???????? 12 ?? LL.B.(???????????????
?1999?76-131?82-84?134-48 ????????????????????????????
?????????1874-98, 1905-36?????1881 ???????????????????
??????????-1922???????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
St. John's College ???????????????
Letter?2?1)? 1884? 11? 25?
88 Lancaster Rd.
Notting Hill
W.
25 11 [18]84
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Dear Professor
I have to thank you for your kind reception of Soyeda as your pupil.2)
I wish to trouble3) be allowed troubling you with the following matter.
In Japan the question of utility and nonutility of the system of the
Stock-exchange4) has become quite recently a kindled subject both in the
r[l]egislative and commercial circle[s]. It is not a mere academical discus-
sion for the parties concerned as you know have practical interest in the
matter and they are able to make law5) or remake the laws a®ecting it.
Under the circumstances I am asked by6) some friends of mine who have
deep interest of their own in the matter to obtain for them a kind of an
essay on the subject, were it short, as a guidance for their argument. I shall
feel most obliged if you are7) can favour us with an essay setting forth the
views which you must always have in your stock. In fact your observa-
tions will be most valuable for us Japanese because yours will8) have some
forcible arguments of the \New start9) school" of economy.10) Of course
my friends are anxious to o®er you11) a reasonable rego12) remuneration
of your trouble though I know perfectly well that you will not undertake
anything for such of remuneration unless you are really inclined to do so.
The views of my friends are that stock exchange is a thing which cannot
be suppressed, if suppressed publically13) by an ingenious method, then
it will be practiced clandestinely, so that it will be far better to allow [it]
publicly and regulate its proceedings according to the requirement of the
times & circumstances, besides my friends believe that it helps in many
respects the activity of commerce and gives indirect stimulus to the growth
of industry. I wonder if you can agree to this. If so my friends will be most
happy if you will develop this idea with your usual lucidity in the shape of
an essay. It need not be long. Hoping to receive a favourable answer[.]
Yours sincerely,
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P.S.
I said \stock exchange" but \speculation" might be the better term14)
for I intend to include in it \rice exchange" as well as \money exchange."
In Japan rice exchange [is] somewhat similar to your corn exchange15) so
equally important as16), may [be] almost more than stock exchange. Money
exchange is also important because paper money is inconvertible. I wish
therefore you will also bear this in mind.
1???????????????????????
Professor Foxwell / St.Johns / Cambridge
??????????????????????????????????
Suyematz ans[were]d. / Stock Exchange
2??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????1999?76?139 ??Clark, J.W.?1902?p.563??
??????????1884 ? 11 ? 6 ??H. ????????????? 7 ??????
?????????????????????????????????????1884 ? 12
? 13 ????? 1 ????????????????Groenewegen, Peter?1995?p.306??
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
1877 ???????????????????????????????????????
????????????Henry Sidgwick,1838-1900???????John Neville Keynes,
1852-1949??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????Keynes, J.M.
?1980? 353 ?????????????????????????????????????
?????
3??? \trouble" ????????????????
4?1878??? 11????????????????? 5 ???????????6 ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????80 ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????1993?? 3 ??1213-14 ???
5??? \law" ????????????????
6??? \by" ?????????????????
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7??? \are" ???? \can" ?????????????????
8??? \well" ????????????????
9??? \start" ???? \school" ?????????????????
10??? \New school" of economy ???????????????????????????
??? 2 ???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????2007?135 ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????W.S. ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?2007?135 ????????????????????????????
11??? \you" ????????????????
12??? \rego" ????????????????
13??? \publically" ????????????????
14??? \term" ????????????????
15?1876??? 9?? 8 ????????????????????????????? 8 ???
???????????????????????????10 ??????9 ????????
???????????11 ??????????????1991?68 ????????????
?????????????????1893??? 26???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????1939??? 14??????????????????????
16??? \as" ????????????????
Letter?3?1)? 1884? 11? 28?
88 Lancaster Rd.
Notting Hill
28.11. [18]84
Dear Professor
Allow me to supplement the following to the letter I wrote you yesterday
by your indulgence[.]
I there said the writing should be in [the] shape of an essay, but after a
further consideration I came to think that that form might be too formal
& give you more trouble. If so[,] a writing addressed to me in the form of a
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letter 2)(in way of an answer to my question)2) will do very well provided3)
if you think that form is preferable. The length needs not be longer than
a leading article of Newspapers, even shorter will do, should you be able
to favor me with one.
I sincerely beg of you not to consider me to be taking too much liberty
of you because you are the only man from whom I can look forward for an
authority on the subject of the kind.4)
I am
yours sincerely
K. Suyematz
1???????????????????????
Professor Foxwell M.A. (Fellow) / St[.] Johns / Cambridge
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????
Suytematz ? ans[were]d. / Stock Exchange
2?-2??????????????????
3??? \provided" ???? \if" ?????????????????
4????????????????????????????????????????????
??? 1884 ?????????????????????W.S. ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?Keynes, J.M.?1980?386-91 ???
Letter?4?1)? 1887? 8? 5?
QUEEN ANNE'S MANSION,2)
St JAMES'S PARK. S.W.
Aug: 5 1887
Dear Foxwell,
I am asked to recommend some one to be teacher of Political Economy
in the Commercial School at Tokio3) in Japan. 4)(age of pupils 16 to 23)4)
He would rank with the Professors at the University5) there & would get
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1000? a year if a suitable man. Employment for 3 years certain. 6)Do
you know of any one? ?6)
He would need to be a man who knew something about Commercial
History and about the actual facts banking or of English Commerce, and
if possible as to the methods of bookkeeping or of a commercial business.
? These latter are points however on which I could easier let you know by
conversation what is wanted than by letter.
Are you likely to be in London any time soon. If so could you meet the
Japanese gentleman who is well up in the whole matter.
I should like you to do so for the post is an important one and also for
a further reason that their Gov[ermen]t is contemplating getting at a large
salary (1500? or more) some one to go out there to be general advisor to
the Gov[ernmen]t then in Political Economy teaching ? This however is
sub judice.
Yours faithfully
J. Stuart7)
1???????????????????????
Professor Foxwell / St Johns College / Cambridge
???????????????????????????????????????
Japan / Masuda / interview
??????QUEEN ANNE'S MANSIONS, ?????????
2??????????Letterhead ?????????????????????
3?\the Commercial School at Tokio" ?????????????????????? 1887
??? 20??? 10 ? 5 ????????????Commercial College?Letter?6-1?? 3?
??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????W.C. Whitney,1825-1882???????1875??? 8?? 8 ? 3 ?????
??????????????????????????????1976???18 ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????? 11 ???????????????????????
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????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? 1876??? 9?? 5 ????? 10 ?? 14 ???????? 6 ??
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????1879??? 12??
11 ??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????1925?4-7 ???????
????????????????????????????????????????1976?
??262 ??????1878??? 11?? 6 ? 1 ????????1883??? 16?? 11 ??
????????????????????????????????? 3 ?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????? 6 ???????????????????????????????
1885??? 18?? 5 ?????????????? 1887??? 20?? 10 ????????
???????????1925??????????????????????????????
????????????????????1866-67?????????1879-80???????
???1878-79????????????2006??2008-2,4??2010????????
?????????????1887 ? 8 ? 5 ????????????????K. Rathgen,
1855-1921?1882 ????????? 3 ?????????????U.Eggert,1848-93?Letter
?8??? 2??????????????????????????????????????
????? \bookkeeping" ??????????????????????????????
????????????????????
4?-4??????????????????????
5??? the University ?????????
6?-6????????????????????????????????????????
7????????J. Stuart, 1843-1913?????????????????Markinch???
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????1875 ?????????????????????
?Mechanism and Applied Mechanics????????????????????????
?????????????????? 1867 ??? 68 ?????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????1982?477 ??????
A. ???????????? M. ?????????????????????????
??????????????????? A?????????????? Economics of
Industry?1879???????????????????????????????????
???????????????????Keynes, J.M.?1980?316 ??????1898 ??
? 1901 ????????????????? 3 ?????????????J.S. ?????
1867 ???????????????????????????1867 ? 2 ? 1 ??????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????1983 ??????
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???????????2011 ???
Letter?5?1?1)? 1887? 8? 9??
Moday 5 pm
Dear Foxwell
Your letter are just arrived. By sending specially to catch this evenings
post I shall get my answer to Cambridge by Wednesday second post.
As to general adviser & counsellor;2 I w[oul]d put .
????? i? Goschen2)
????? ii? Gi®en3)
????? iii? Foxwell, Nicholson4) & Palgrave5)
The ¯rst two are absurd. I guess Nicholson w[oul]d not go. There might
be some chance of Foxwell or Palgrave. Foxwell is unmarried & Palgrave
might like a change.3
Of course there are also city men with some knowledge of economics:
but I speak only of those whom I know.
As to Professor: a young man wont know banking: a middle aged man
might: but if he is willing to go he w[oul]d be self-proved a mu® & not ¯t:
I think among young men ready made the best I know so far as knowledge
goes is Soyeda:4 But of course they know all about him.
I think they must either take a German who knows a great deal & wont
come to much; or if they are to do what is best for them as well as for
us a young able English man with pluck & intellectual enterprise, & good
judgement & lastly an agreeable temper. I feel I don't know exactly the
right man. The three that occur to me are5
????? Sorley6)
????? Price LLFR7)
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????? Leathes8)
Sorley week point are I sh[oul]d say his promiscuousness, his readiness
to get up anything & perhaps a little awkwardness of manner that may ?
I don't know that it does indicate a little cantankerousness.
Leathers' week point is I think his want of dash & outward show of
energy.
Price has not much studies ¯nance.
There I have written out my ignorance. The fact is you know every one
I know & many whom I don't know: & I answer more because as you say
the question is of vital importance than because I can add anything worth
having to what you know.
But before you tell anyone the salary is ? 1000 a year make sure that
this is not Stuarts9) innocent translation on 5000 yen,10) which is, or was,
a very di®erent thing. I know of a man who thought he had a grievance
because in a case like this he did not ¯nd out the di®erence till too late.
Thanks for what you say about Manchester.6 It is attractive. I think I
shall go.
So glad you have got to know Birch:7 I wish?I?8 had: I took a fancy to
him.
Yours in almighty haste
Alfred Marshall
As to counsellor how about some retired o±cial e.g. Sir T.H.F.9
?????????1, 2, 3??????????????????????? 1), 2), 3)????
????????????
Whitaker, J.K.(ed.) The Correspondence of Alfred Marshall, Economist, 3vols.,
1996 (vol.1, pp.247-48).
1 ??????? `Gurensy AU 9 87'' ???????????????????????????
???
2 ???????????????????????????????????? 1,000 ?????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????J.N.?Keynes's Diaries??????Cambridge
University Library, Add 7831-58, covring 1874-1908?? 1887 ? 8 ? 28 ??????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? Letter?6?? 4?????8?
????????????????????????????????????????????
3 ????????????
4 ????????????????????????????????????????????
1885 ??? 7 ???????????????????Cambridge Economic Club????
????????????????
5 ??? 3 ???????????????????L.L.F.R. ???????????????
??W.R. ????? S.M. ???????????????????????????????
????????????????????lecture??????
6 ??????????? 1887 ?????11) ?????Aug 27, 1887???????????
??????
7 ???? John W. Birch?1825-97????????????????????1879-81??
??????? Gold and Silver Commission????????????
8 ??? \I" ????????????
9 ????Thomas Henry Farrer????????????????????????????
????
1???????????????????????
H. S. Foxwell Eq. / St John's College / Cambridge
??????????????? Japan ????????
2?Goschen, Gorge Joachin(1831-1907??????????????????????????
????????????????1858-65????????????????? J. ??????
?????65-66??????????????????????68-71?????65-66??????
??????????????????????????????????????87-92???
????????????????????????2013?981 ???1903 ??????????
????-07????????? Theory of the Foreign Exchange?1861?????Blaug,
M. and Sturges, P.?1983?pp.138-39??
3?Gi®en, Robert?1837-1910?????????????????????????? Globe ?
? Fortnightly Review ?????W. ???????? The Economist ????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????2013?981 ????
?? Stock Exchange Securities?1877?, Essays in Finance, 1st series?1880?, 2nd
series?1886???????M. Blaug and Sturges, P.?1983?pp.133-34??
4?Nicholson, Joseph Shield?1850-1927?????????????????????????
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????????????????????????Doctor of Science???????????
?????????1880-1925????????????????2013?1953 ?????????
???????????????? Principles of Political Economy?3vols., 1893-1901?
????Money and Monetary Problems?1888?????Blaug, M. and Sturges, P.
?1983?, p.285??
5?Palgrave, Robert Harry Inglis?1827-1919???????????? The Economist ?
????1877-83???1882 ???????????????????1883 ???????
????? F ?????????????????????????? Notes on Banking
in Great Britain, Ireland, Sweden, Denmark and Hamburg?1872?? Dictionary
of Political Economy, 3 vols.?1894-1908, The New Palgrave: A Dictionary of
Economics, 8 vols.1987?????Blaug, M. and Sturges, P.?1983?p.295??
6?Sorley, William Ritchie?1855-1935???????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????1888-94??
?????????1894-1900????????????????????????1900-33?
??????????????????????????lecturer??????????????
??2013?1524 ??Whitaker, J.K.?1996? vol.1,p.248????? A History of British
Philosophy to 1900?1920?????
7?Price, Langford Lovell Frederick Rice?1862-1950??????????????????
??????1885 ????????????????1907 ???????????????
?????????????2000?334 ??Whitaker, J.K.?1996?vol.1, p.248?????
Industrial Peace?1887?, Economic Science and Practice?1896?????
8?Leathers, Stanley Mordaunt?1861-1938???1886 ??????????????????
???????????1903 ?????????????????????????????
????Civil Service Commission??????1919 ?????????Whitaker, J.K.
?1996?vol.1, p.205??
9?Letter?4??? 7????????
10????????????1 ???? 9 ? 76 ? 3 ???????1880 ? 7 ????1 ???
5 ??????????????????????????1884??????????????
??????????2006?153 ??? 8??
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????? 9?1876??????????????? 2,000 ????????????
??????????????????????????????Letter?8?? 2?????
1 ??? 370 ???????? 40 ???1889??? 22?? 3 ? 1 ??? 400 ??????
??????? 1 ?? 410 ???????? 4,929 ???????????????????
?????????????????????????????????1975?407?236 ???
????????????????? 1 ? 4 ??????? 23 ? 1 ??????????
?????? 19?1886??????????????? 9,600 ????? 14 ???????
??????? 6 ????????????1981?203?93 ??????1880??? 23???
????????????????? 40 ????????????????? 50 ?????
????????????????????????????????1925?24 ???
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11??????????? F ??????????????9 ? 1 ???????9 ? 7 ????
????9 ? 6 ??? L. ??????????????????? \On the Solution of the
Anglo-Indian Monetary Problem"??????????Report of the Fifty-Seventh
Meeting of the British Association for the Advancement of Science, 1888, pp.849-
51?????????????1886 ? 7 ??17 ?????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????1887 ? 8 ? 22 ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????Groenewegen, Peter?1995?pp.458,
488 ? 17 July 1886?Foxwell Papers, Whitaker, J.K.?1996?vol.1, p.212?21 July
1887?Foxwell Papers, Whitaker, J.K.?1996?vol.1, p.246??????????1995?
???p.488 n.64????????? 21 ????????? 31 ?????????????
???22 August 1887?Foxwell Papers, Whitaker, J.K.?1996?vol.1, pp.248-49 ???
12???????? \K. MASUDA / JAPAN" ???????????????????????
?????????
?J.E.?Thorold Rogers?1823-90?/?W.] Cunningham /?J.E.C.?Munro /?W.R.?
Sorley / Prof.?J.S?Nicholson / Alf. Milner?1854-1925?/ Prof.?H.S.?Foxwell //
?S.M.?Leathers /?L.L.F.R.?Price //?G.H.?Murray?1849-1936?/ Talbot Ajar /
Alt Thempson???????????2 ????????????????????????
? 2 ?????????
Letter?6?1)? 1887? 9? 6?
MITSUI & Co 1 Croshy Square ????
TELEPHONE No. 4162 London 6th Sept[.] 1887
TELEGRAPHIC ADDRESS, E.G.??????
\MITSUI, LONDON."
Profess[o]r Foxwell
Dear sir
Many thanks for your note. I am very sorry I was unable to see you
in Manchester.2) I have written to you to Manchester to day and have
sent my representative to see you. I have to thank you very much for your
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kind exertions in making enquiries for me di®erent gentlemen. It is really
very kind of you and I shall not fail to report to Viscount Mori Minister of
Public Instruction.3)
I am very glad to know you want to go to Japan yourself on conditions.4)
It is very fortunate for our country if you will give assistance to our welfare.
Of course I have no authority to agree to your conditions, but on my return
to Japan I would bring before the proper authority, con¯dentially of course,
and do my best to come to your terms. Meanwhile I shall be much obliged
if you will enquire Mr. Cunningham5) whether he would accept. This is
what I wish6) have to ask your kind trouble as I am requested to ¯nd
out professor for Commercial College. Secondaly thing of two positions
being what I wish my self as well as my friends here to recommend the
Government.
As to your idea, I will write or wire you as soon as I can, I will keep
what you have expressed to me very con¯dential.
Thanking you again for your kindness.
I remain
Yours very faithfully
T. Masuda
1???????????????????????
Mitsui & Co. / Prof. H. S. Foxwell / c/o A H Midwood Esq / Scotecroft / Didsbury
/ Manchester
St Johns College / Cambridge
?????????????????????????
MITSUI & Co, / 1, CROSBY SQUARE / LONDON, E.C.
2?9 ? 1 ???????9 ? 7 ???????????????? F ????????????
??????????????????????????????????? 20?1887?? 3
? 4 ????? 4 ???????????????????????????????????
???????????? 11 ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????1988?186-87
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???????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
Letter?6-1?? 1895? 6? 19?
?? ????????
The Queens Hotel, Manchester????? London address
????????????????????? 1 Crosby Square
????????????????????? E.C.
Sept. 7th, [18]'87.?
Dear Sir,
I have called on you at the F. Section and also at the Owen's College
this afternoon but were unable to ¯nd you out. I have to leave for town
by 5.15 P.M. train.
I inclose a letter of introduction and shall take it a great favour if you
would make an appointment to see me2-1) on some other day in London.
Masuda is leaving this country on 10th inst[ant]. and I shall be at Liv-
erpool on 9th. Should you be here still on that day I shall be glad to call
on you and communicate any message to him before he leaves.
I remain Dear Sir
Yours faithfully
S. Watanabe
Pro®essor Foxwell
Manchester
2-1??? \me" ?????????????????????????? Letter?7?? 3???
?????
3????????????????? 18?1885?? 12 ? 22 ??22?1889?? 2 ? 11 ???
?????? 1887??? 20?? 9 ? 6 ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????Commercial School at Tokio?????????????
????????????????????????Commercial College?????1887 ?
10 ? 5 ???????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????
????????????????????????????????????1835-1916?
????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????
4?Letter?5??? 2 ???????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????
5????????????? Cunningham, William?1849-1919?????????1873 ?
????????????????????????????76 ??????84 ??????
89 ????????????Clark,J.W.?1902?p.150?????????????????
????1874-78??????????????????1878-91??????????????
?1891-7????????????1899,1914???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????Commercial College??
??????????????????Letter?4??????????????\Commercial
History and about the actual facts banking or of English Commerce" ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????Keynes, J.M.?1980?359 ??????
6??? \will" ???? \have" ?????????????????
Letter?7?1)? 1887? 9? 6?
6th sept 1887
TELEPHONE NO 4162.
1, Crosby Square,
London. E.C.
Professor Foxwell
Dear Sir
I am very sorry I was unable to meet you at Manchester.2) I have
now the pleasure to introduce you [to] Mr. Watanabe,3) now staying at
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Manchester, representative of our house in London.
Please talk with him on the subject just as you speak to me, any con¯-
dential matter as well.
I am very sorry I cannot be present in Manchester again to see you as I
have to leave here very soon. Should, however, my appearance is necessary
I can drop in on the4) my way to Liverpool on the 9th inst.
Kindly see Watanabe and tell me your views.
With respect
I remain
Yours faithfully
T. Masuda
1??????????????????????
Mitsui & Co. / Prof. H. S. Foxwell / F. section British Association / Manchester
/ 1887
??????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????
MITSUI & Co. / 1, CROSBY SQUARE, / LONDON.E.C.
2?Letter?6??? 2????????
3???????1860-1916?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 12?1879?? 7 ???????? 15?1882?
? 3 ?????????????????? 18?1885?? 8 ?????????? 19?1886?
? 5 ???????????? 28?1895?? 12 ???????????????????
??????1988?120 ?????????105 ??????????????????????
?1903?159-62 ???
4??? \the" ???? \my" ?????????????????
Letter?8?1)? 1895? 6? 19?
Finame Department
Tokio, Japan
June 19th, 1895.
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Dear Prof. Foxwell,
Please excuse my silence for a long time. I must congratulate you for
your success in your economical investigations. At present the peace is to
reign again here, if no new di±culties arise; and the people are busy in
making preparations for the restoration of normal conditions.
I have now one thing to bring forward to you and beg your consideration.
In our Imperial University, the only University of the state establishment
and the idea of which may be gathered from the calender sent with this
letter by book-post, the professorship of economics is vacant.
It is the urgent wishes of those in and out of the University that this
chair (formerly occupied by late Prof. Eggert,2) the author of the \Land
Reform in Japan"3) etc.) may be occupied by an able and in°uential
economist like yourself. If you take interest in our country especially in
furthering the cause of economic study and are inclined to occupy the
high and in°uential position of becoming \the authority" in economics in
Japan will you kindly accept our invitation according to the conditions
brie°y enumerated in the enclosed draft of contract, the terms, salaries
and traveling expenses in it being already decided by the parliamentary
grant. The salary may perhaps be increased to ¯ve hundred yen per month
afterwards, and the contract may be renewed, if the parliamentary grant be
obtained. Besides the Shioko-Sodankai,4) a body consisting of in°uential
city-men, have decided to ask you to give them occasional lectures and to
form a subscription of one hundred yen per month as the fee for the lecture.
In case you are inclined to come please telegraph \Yes". With the receipt
of your answer the formal entrance into contract will be concluded through
the hand of His Excellency Kato,5) our Minister in London. But if you are
unable to come please send \No" by telegraph. The telegraphic expenses
will be paid back to you by the University. These I am requested by the
President of the University to ask in a private capacity, on account of my
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having the honour of knowing you. As your student and acquaintance I
beseech you by accepting our hearty invitation, to spread among us useful
economical knowledge to establish an economic school of your own in our
country, and to help the progress of the economical idea in the East. As for
the University,? being the centre and climax of education? I assure you
that it will satisfy you, as the President is a kind gentleman, the student are
numerous, the graduates are employed in in°uential position,? our present
Minister in London, His Excellency Kato being one of the graduates and
to whom you can refer on any points of doubts or which are not made clear
in this letter? and the establishment is old, esteemed, and of ¯rm basis
corresponding to your Cambridge or Oxford.
Waiting your favourable answer and wishing your welfare, and in this
being joined by the President of the University.6)
I remain,
Faithfully Yours
J. Soyeda
P.S. If your conditional acceptance be obtainable please let us know the
condition and if it were on the point of salary please telegraph with the
word \yes" the amount of the sum necessary per month, for instance in such
a way as \Yes (Six) hundred." This I add as there is a hope of inducing the
Bankers Association7) to join the plan of the Shioko - Sodankai, thereby
increasing the fee for your lecture. I hope these considerations will be taken
as the proof that your coming are expected not only by the University but
also by the commercial community.
8)Principal points of Conditions of the engagement of a Professor of
Political Economy and Finance.
Subjects for instruction: Political Economy (especially Applied Economy)
and Finance.
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Salary: Four hundred (400) yen per month payable in Japanese silver yen
or its quivalent.
Terms of Contract: From the day after his arrival in Tokyo to the 10th day
of the 7th month of the 32nd year of Meiji (July 10th, 1899).
Travelling expenses: Six hundred and ¯fty (650) yen in Japanese silver yen
or its equivalent for his coming out and the same sum for his
return home[.]
Number of hours for lectures: Number of hours actually required for lec-
tures will be about ten hours a week.
House for residence: He shall be provided with an unfurnished house, free
of rent, or at the option of the party of the ¯rst part shall
receive a sum of forty (40) yen per month in lieu thereof.
Supplementary contract: A supplementary contract shall be made, that,
if the Japanese silver yen reckoned according to the Ch¹uwo
Kinko's (Bank of Japan) rate of Exchange shall be depreciated
below three shillings in English gold sterling, he shall receive
an additional sum of as many silver yen as shall be necessary
to make one half of his salary (or whole amount in case of
the traveling expenses) equivalent in such exchange to what
it would be if such exchange stood at three shillings.
9)Articles of Agreement between President of the Imperial University of
Japan the party of the ¯rst part and Mr. [ ] the party of the
second part.10)
Art. 1 The said Mr. [ ] is hereby appointed Professor of Political
Economy and Finance in the College of Law of the Imperial University
for the term of [ ], commencing from the date after he has duly
informed of his arrival in Tokyo to the party of the ¯rst part and ending
on the 10th day of the 7th month of the 32nd year of Meiji (July 10th,
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1899).
Art. 2 The said Mr. [ ] shall receive a sum of six hundred and ¯fty
(650) yen in Japanese silver yen or its equivalent for the traveling
expenses of his coming journey.
Art. 3 The said Mr. [ ] shall receive a salary of four hundred (400)
yen per each complete calendar month in Japanese silver yen or its
equivalent the same to be paid at the end of each month. For any
part of a month the salary shall be paid at the above rate according
to the number of days.
Art. 4 The said Mr. [ ] shall during the term of his services be pro-
vided with an unfurnished house, free of rent, or at the option of the
party of the ¯rst part shall receive a sum of 40 (40) yen per each com-
plete Calendar month in Japanese paper money in lieu thereof. For
any part of a month the rent shall be paid at the above rate according
to the number of days.
N.B. It is understood that if a house has been provided for the said
Mr. [ ] it shall be kept in proper repair by the party of the ¯rst
part, but neither changes in the interior structure of any part of the
house nor any addition to it shall be made at the request of the party
of the second part.
Art. 5 The power to ¯x hours and order of instruction to be given in the
College of Law shall rest with the party of the ¯rst part, but the said
Mr. [ ] shall in no case be required to teach more than four hours
a day nor to teach on Sunday.
Art. 6 For ordinary matters connected with his instruction the said Mr.
[ ] shall comply with the directions of the Director of the College
of Law.
Art. 7 The said Mr. [ ] shall have the privilege of submitting his
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opinions in reference to matters connected with his department of in-
struction at all times to the party of the ¯rst part, with whom the
right of ¯nal decision shall remain.
Art. 8 If the said Mr. [ ] shall refuse to comply with the regulations
of the institution, this engagement may be annulled.
Art. 9 If the said Mr. [ ] shall be unable to perform his duties for a
period of forty consecutive days on account of sickness or some event
not under his control, then after the expiration of such period and
during the continuance of such sickness or event, he shall receive only
one half of his salary, and if after a period of three months from the
beginning of such sickness or event he shall be still unable to resume
his duties, this engagement may be annulled.
Art. 10 If for reasons of his own the said Mr. [ ] shall desire to be
released from this engagement before the term of this engagement has
expired, a notice of such desire shall be given to the party of the ¯rst
part at least eight months beforehand, and in such case the party of
the ¯rst part shall comply with the desire of the party of the second
part.
Art. 11 If for reasons of his own the party of the ¯rst part shall desire to
discontinue the services of the said Mr. [ ] before the term of
this engagement has expired, the party of the ¯rst part shall have the
right to do so by paying him his salary for one half of the unexpired
term.
Art. 12 The said Mr. [ ] at the end of this engagement unless his
services shall be continued, and also when his services come to an end
under the article 9 or 11 or this Contract shall receive a sum of six
hundred and ¯fty (650) yen in Japanese silver yen or its equivalent
for the traveling expenses of his return journey, but when his services
come to an end under any other articles, the said Mr. [ ] shall
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have no right to receive the said traveling expenses.
In witness whereof this engagement has been made and signed in
duplicate, a copy to be retained by each of the contracting parties.
Dated at
1????????????????????????????
Prof. H.S. Foxwell / St. Johns College / Cambridge / England
???????????????????On Government Service, ??????Finance
Department, / TOKIO, JAPAN ???????????declined, Registered??
????????????????????????????
[red stanp] R Tokio, Japan/ No. 58 / [light black postmark] Yokohama 22 Jun 95 /
[black postmark] Tokio 21 Jun 95 Japan / [red postmark]¢ ¢ ¢ 95 London 6 [postmarks
over stamps][illegible]
???????????????????????
??????6 ?????????[right corner postmark] REGISTERED / A / 5
AU 95 / JAPN ???????
2?Eggert, Udo?1848-93??????????????????????????1875 ???
??????????????1880 ?????????????1887 ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
???1893 ? 2 ????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
????????????????1878 ? 8 ???????????????????????
??? 1882 ? 4 ????????Rathgen, Karl, 1855-1921, ?????????????
???????????? 1890 ? 4 ?????????????????????????
??1893 ? 11 ????????????Wenckstern, Adolf von, 1862-1917, ?????
??????????????? 1895 ? 3 ???????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????2000?45 ??????????
?1975?1194-97 ???
3?Land Reform in Japan, especially based on the Development of Credit Association,
1890??????????????
4?Shioko-Sodankai???????????????????????????????????
?????????????? 23 ? 22-26 ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????1892??? 25?? 1 ? 9 ????????????????????????
????
5??????1860-1926????? 22?1889?? 11 ????? 33?1900?? 2 ??????
??????????????????
6??????????? 1895??? 28?? 6 ? 19 ???????????????1848- 1925?
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????? 26 ? 3 ? 30 ??30 ? 6 ? 22 ????????????????? 11 ? 6 ?
??????????
7?Bankers Association ???????????????????
8??????????????????????
9????????2 ???????????????????
10?1874 ????????????????????????????Edward S. Morse, 1838-
1925?????? 1877??? 10?? 6 ?????????18 ?????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????7 ? 12 ???
?????????????????? 2 ??????? 1 ???? 1 ??????????
???1988?467-69 ??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????1988?492-95 ???
???????????????????????????????????? 8 ???????
?????1971 ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
13 ??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? 1883??? 16?? 4 ???????????
????????1975?1195 ???
Letter?9?1) 1896?? 3? 20?
Treasury
Tokio
March 20th, 1896
Dear Prof. Foxwell,
Please excuse my long silence. Mr. Hayakawa2) is the con¯dential sec-
retary of the Minister of Finance and councillor of the Treasury, & was
once the secretary to the Currency Commission. He now goes to Europe
as the comptroller of the Bank of Japan to oversee the indemnity fund &
to observe the monetary, commercial, & ¯nancial state of things abroad.
Any assistance kindly given by you will be of great bene¯t to him, [to]
myself, & to our country.
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If anything were to be asked in the line of our economy & ¯nance he is
the best man.
Please accept my best compliments & highest respect.
I remain
Obediently yours
J. Soyeda3)
P.S.
I intend to call on your brother4) before long, and thank you again for the
trouble you took about the a®air.
1???????????????????????
Prof. H.S.Foxwell / London University / or / St. John's College / Cambridge
??????????????????????????????????????? Letter
?????????????????????????????????????
Soyeda's Letter, introducing Hayakawa / 1896???????????????????
???
2???????1863-1922???????????? 20?1887???????????????
??????? 22?1889?????????????????? 23?1890?? 1 ?????
?????????????? 29?1896?? 4 ????????????? 30 ? 8 ????
??????????10 ????????????????????????????????
?186 ??????????????????????????the comptroller of the Bank
of Japan?????????? 32?1889?? 9 ????????
3???????????? Letter?13??????????????????????????
?????????????????Murata,T.?Ota,S.?Shiokawa,S.?Bank of Japan?
????????
4?????H.S. ??????????????????????????1896 ? 4 ??99 ? 7 ??
????????? 1896 ? 9 ???????????????4 ????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????
?10?1)? 1896? 6? 21?
2, THE CHESTNUTS,
BRANCH HILL,
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? HAMPSTEAD, N.W.
21st June [1896]
Dear Mr Foxwell,
I have just been told by a Cambridge friend of Herbert's2) who is staying
with us, that he had heard you had accepted a professorship of Economics
in Japan!3) I wonder if it is really true, it would be such a complete change
in your life that I can hardly realize it, and I was greatly surprised on
hearing the news. I hope you do not mind my writing to ask you about it,
for I have known you now for so many years, and take a warm interest in
all that concerns you. Japan does not seem nearly as far away as it used
to do, so many English people travel there now, still it would be a very
great change for you, and what would become of all your books!
We have been much pleased at Herbert getting a 1st class in his Tripos,
and he has come home looking well and not at all overworked.
Believe me
?Most sincerely yours
?? Harriet A. Jevons
1???????????????????????
H.S. Foxwell Esq. / St. John's College /Cambridge
2??? Herbert ??W.S. Jevons?1835-82??????Harriet Ann Jevons, 1838-1910??
????????? Herbert Stanley Jevons?1875-1955????????B.Sc. ? M.A. ?
???????????1894 ????????????????????????????????
1897 ? B.A. ??????Clark, J.W.?1902?p.329???????????????????
??????????????????????? 1902 ??????????????????
?????????????????????R.D.Collison Black and Rosamond KÄonekamp
?1972?vol. I, p.114,n.2??Univ. Wales, Cardi® ?????????????1905-11??
Univ. Allahabad, India ??????????1914-23?????????????????
?Univ. Rangoon, Burma???????1923-30????? Essays on Economics?1905?,
The British Coal Trade?1915?, Money, Banking and Exchange in India?1922?
??????Blaug, M. and Sturges, P.?1983?p.187??
2?1881 ? 5 ? 7 ??????????????????1880?W.S. ???????????
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??????????????????????????????-1922???????????
???????????????1882 ? 8 ? 13 ????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????1884 ?
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????Henry Higgs, 1864-1940???????1905
????????
?????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????1887 ? 10 ???????
?????????????????????????????????????Keynes, J.M.
?1980?366 ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
Letter?11?1)? 1898? 3? 24?
Metropole Hotel2) Tokyo
24 March 1898
Dear Herbert
Thanks for your long letter full of news? there is nothing in the nature
of news on this side. The various nations seem to be waiting serenely to see
what will turn up when the sun comes out in a week or two, when Russia
is expected to withdraw.3)??? The Japs are not remarkably excited,
because they have a ¯rm conviction that England will be forced to do the
¯ghting, & that the upshot must be in their favour. It is amusing to live
in a hotel like this & [to] see 9 or 10 nationalities (members of 5 legations)
chatting & eating together every day, discussing events concerning which
their respective governments are supposed to be at daggers drawn. It is
curious how every one likes the Spanish or individuals, though the nation
cuts such a mean ¯gure. We have 3 of the Spanish leg[atio]n living in
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the hotel, 34) 5 French I[n]do[china]., the Brazilian Sec[retar]y, [the] Italian
military attach¶e, [the] English mil[itary]. attach¶e (Col. Hemming), & other
subordinates. There are also Americans, many Germans, & an Austrian.
I am the only Englishman besides Hemming. All these are residents like
me?& we have only room for 2 or 3 tourists.5)
There is a man Archer6) sailing tomorrow, who will call on you early in
June. He is brother of Archer the dramatic critic, & has been some years
in Japan, lately manager of Kobe branch of Chartered Bank of India,
Austr[alia] and China.7)
He is a very nice fellow, & during the year he is at home wants to8) do as
much Economics as possible, & get some certi¯cate of knowledge to bring
back here with him. I should think the School of Economics9) would suit
him.
Your friend Hayakawa10) has never come near me since his return. This is
typical Japanese behavior: having got what they want, they never trouble
about ordinary courtesies of life. A man who has lived here 30 years said
to me yesterday that the word \gratitude" was unknown to the Japanese
brain. This is a result of centuries of the severest feudal system ever known,
when every action was prescribed from without, & nothing left to a man's
own spontaneous individuality. This also is why they learn so quickly;
they swallow their teacher's opinions just as they used to obey his11) their
daimyo's commands.
I have been having a nice little row with 50 or 60 of my students, & about
a fortnight ago refused to lecture to them anymore?& have carried this
out. The University Council is consequently much harassed, between the
students & myself: they dread punishing the former, & they do not want me
to resign, which I say must come to pass unless some authority can compel
them to behave with common decency. The correspondence has been rather
amusing, especially one phrase which nearly drew tears from the eyes of my
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Director. I said \it is a proverb among foreigners that in Japan \the tail
wags the dog,"12) but I need hardly say that when I accepted my post here
I had no intention of agreeing to any procedures so opposed to physiology
or common sense { not to mention common courtesy."
He said with great earnestness, \such thing can never be in Japan: we
must do all to forbid such result."
The students have been getting very bad lately all over Tokyo, & on the
day I sent in my ultimatum the Emperor had an interview with the Chief
of Police, asking him one or two Socratic questions as to whether it was a
fact that foreigners were insulted in the streets of the capital. The Chief
said he believed it was so, in the case of a few coolies or students. This
pleased us, because we always bracket those 2 classes.
By the way, I am sorry I gave you the impression that I could speak
Japanese. I only know the small phrases required for food, travelling, etc.
I can write the Jap. characters (not the Chinese), so that I can send a
telegram in native form? which few English residents can do. But I am
just going to have some regular lessons, & see if I can get a little grip of
conversation.
I almost wonder you don't take a house at Hitchin:13) I think some nice
people live there, & it is such a convenient
1
2
way house.
I enclose a cutting re the celebration of 30th anniversary of the Revolu-
tion,14) when the feudal system was abolished & the Emperor came out
into daylight, after 500 years seclusion amongst women.
This winter has been very long: every tourist who steps ashore is amazed,
expecting to ¯nd sparkling sunshine, instead of snow & sleet. However, it
has been very dry on the whole, about 5 in. of rain in 4 months. In summer
we have had 20 in[stant]. in one day.
Please give my thanks to Larmor, Main, & Stevens15) for their letters
recently arrived. I hope Emmie16) is getting stronger & heavier. Arthur17)
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seems to be having a good haul just now: I hope it will continue.
Remember me to Swan & Mrs. Swan.18)
Ernest19)
P.S.20)
I like the signet ring very much.
1???????????????????????
H. S. Foxwell, Esq. / St. John's College / Cambridge / England
??????????????????
?????????????????????????????? \Our Capital's Birthday"
???????? 1 ???????????????????????????? 3?4???
?????
2?Metropole Hotel ?????? \The Hotel Metropole" ???????????????
??????? \Yokohama United Club"??????? \United Service Club"???
???? 5 ???????????5 ? B????????????????????? \The
Club Hotel, Ltd." ????1884??? 17???????1889??? 22?????????
????????????????1890??? 23????????????????????
???????????????????????? 1 ????? 1 ????????????
?????????????? \The Club Hotel, Ltd." ? \The Tokyo Branch" ????
?? 20 ??????????????1893??? 26??????\The Hotel Metropole"
?????????????????????????????Whitehall Place??????
?? 1892??? 25???????????????????????????? \The Hotel
Metropole" ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????2002???????????????75-83 ???????2002???
????????133-48 ???????1905??? 38??????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????1909??? 42?????????????????1987?98 ???
3?1897 ? 9 ? 6 ???????????? 14 ?????????????10 ? 6 ?????
????????????????????????????????????????1 ? 8
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????1 ? 11 ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????3 ? 3 ???????????????????
???3 ? 27 ?????????25 ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????Japan Times ??? Jiji?SoÄul, March 17????????
????????????????????1868 ? 9 ???? 4 ? 7 ??????????
??????????? Jiji ?????????????1882 ?????????????
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4????3??????5?????????????????????
5???????????Ernest Mason Satow, 1843-1929????????????1895-1900?
????????????????????1899??? 32?? 1 ? 18 ???Miss Edith Divers
????????? Le Captaine Vicomte de Labry ?????????? Edward Divers
?1837-1912?????????????????????1873-99?????????????
?????????2 ? 4 ??????????????The Inns of Court Association?
???????3 ? 27 ?????????????????????????????????
??? ????1991?198, 206, 239, 242 ???
6?Archer ???????????????????1894,1897?????????????1896,
1899????? James Archer ?????????1987?401-4 ???
7??????????Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China???1853 ????
??????????????????????? 57 ??????????????? 58 ? 2
??????????????????????????????Hongkong and Shanghai
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???1867 ? 1 ??????????? 14 ??? 1880 ????????????????
??? 1895 ???????????2002?6-7 ???
8??? \to" ???????????????????
9?London School of Economics and Political Science ?????????? LSE ????
??????????????LSE ???????????????????????NTT ?
? 2009????????
10?Hayakawa ?????? Letter?9??? 2????????????? 29?1896?? 4 ?
??????????? 30?1897?? 10 ???????
11??? \his" ???? \their" ????????????????????
12?\the tail wags the dog" ? \The worst dog that in wags his tail"??????????
??????
13??????Hitchin?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????1898 ? 7 ???????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? 40 ??????????Keynes, J.M.?1980?373 ???
14?1868(????)9 ? 3 ??7 ? 17 ???????????????????????????
???\Our Capital's Birthday, Tokyo's Thirtieth Anniversary" ? \The Celebration
Committee Care of Kyuchu Club" ???????????????
????
? ??Choshyoku
[sic.] Okabe??????????????????????? 30 ? 10 ? 12 ??????
??????
15?Larmor, Main, Stevens ??????????????????
16?Emmie ??????????????????????????Keynes, J.M.?1980?362
?? (1)??
17?Foxwell, William Arthur?1853-1909????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????Keynes, J.M.?1980?362 ?? (1)????H.C.G.Mattjew
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and Brian Harrison?2004?vol. 20, pp.713-14??
18?Swan, Mrs. Swan ??????????????????
19??????????????????????? 1897 ? 6 ? 1 ??? 98 ? 7 ? 31 ???
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??? 8 ??? 4 ????????????????1971 ???????????????
???????
???????????????????? / ???????? 30??????????????
/ ???????????????? / ????????????? / ?????????
???????? / ???????????????? / ?????
???????????
??????????????????
?????????????
????????????? 1895??? 28?? 8 ???????????????????
????????? 1893??? 26?? 3 ??????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????
????
To the President of the Imperial University Tokyo:
Dear Sir,
I beg to certify that Prof. Foxwell is su®ering from an attack of Small Pox.
? Faithfully yours,
?? D. Macdonald19-1)
4 Tsukiji, Tokyo
February 6th, 1897
????
4 March 1897
Dear Mr. President
I take this ¯rst opportunity to thank you for your kind enquiries of 12th February.
It is only to-day that I have been allowed to see the letters and cards which came
during my illness and I was not allowed to send any message.
I am now out of the sick-room, and am just going for my ¯rst walk. I had a very
severe and dangerous fever, again. I have been exceedingly sorry to have been so
long absent from my duties, but I hope to return within a few days now. My face
is still very much marked with red spots which the Doctor says will not disappear
until July or August. But there is no longer any danger of infection: the policeman
came in yesterday and saw me washed in carbolic solution, and all my sick clothes
burnt or carried away.
I have given much trouble to many people. With kind regards
I am yours truly
Ernest Foxwell
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Dr. Arata Hamao
19-1????????Davidson Macdonald, 1836-1905??????????????????
????????????????????????????1873??? 6?????????
????????????????????????????????????????76 ?
?????????????????????????????79 ????????????
????????????????????????????99 ??????????1904 ?
????????????????????????1988?1312 ???
20?????????? 1 ??????????
Letter?12?1)? 1910? 2? 6?
Belvedere House, Weymouth
6 Feb. [19]'10
Dear Herbert
I have been stopped from coming up last week because I was suddenly
(i.e., in
1
2
hr.) knocked over by in°uenza, & have been in bed most of 8
days: it seems to be going away slowly, but the doctor says I must keep to
the bed. I have escaped it since 1905, but the old headache has returned
in full force, & cannot be appeased. I am worried about a Prof: [sic.]
from the Tokyo University,2) who arrived at Camb. (42. Eltesley Avenue)
on Thursday, after deferring his visit a week till I should be there. His
name is Nakashima (R.),3) & he was Prof: [sic.] of Ethics (a Yale degree)
when I was there. He was the man who got 10 of his pupils to translate
Sidgwick's4) \Methods of Ethics", & having done that, to sell more copies
in 5 months than Sidg. had sold in 25 years (1875-1900). I wrote to S.
about the work, & he sent a line, and his photo for frontispiece.? You
might possibly direct him to Cunningham or some other man to have a
talk with { & of course he ought to see Mrs. Sidgwick.5)? He may, for all
I know, have arranged his programme beforehand.
I have about 300 papers yet to mark, then the lot is ¯nished, including
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the most distant parts of the earth.
I hope the children are well.
Ernest
1???????????????????????
H.S. Foxwell Esq. / 1. Harvey Road / Cambridge
???????????????????????
2?1877??? 10????????????????????????????????1886??
? 19?????????????????????????????1897??? 30?????
????????????????????????????????1910 ????????
???????? \Tokyo University" ????????? \Tokyo Imperial University"
????
3??? Nakashima ???????1858-1918??????????????????????
??????????????T. ???????????????????????????
???????????????????????1880??? 13?????????????
???????1884??? 17??????1887??? 20?????????????????
1889??? 22??????????????1892??? 25???????????????
????????????1896????????????1900?????????????????
????????1908??????????????1909???????????????1909???
?????????????????????2001?747 ???
1898??? 31?? 12 ? 25 ?????????????????????????????
????????????????????? Methods of Ethics?5th ed., 1893?????
????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????
??
???????????
??????
??
?????????????????????????????2 ???????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????1898 ? 6 ? 15 ????????
????????????????
Cambridge July 15 1898
I am much interested to learn that my work on the \Methods of Ethics" has been
translated into Japanese, by a group of students of philosophy in the University
of Tokyo, under the direction and supervision of Professor Rikizo Nakashima. It
grati¯es me much to ¯nd that my book is, in the judgment of one so well quali¯ed
to judge as Professor Nakashima, likely to be of use to earnest students of ethics
in so distant a land, inheriting the moral traditions of so widely di®erent a process
of civilization. ?? It has of course always been the ideal aim of very philosophical
writer to obtain a system of which at any rate the general principles and method
should be valid for thoughtful men in all ages and countries. ?? But I have always
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felt the di±culty of realizing this ideal to be especially great in the department
of Ethics: accordingly, when I composed my book. I did not aim at the complete
exposition of a dogmatic system of ethics, but rather sought to assist my readers
[one word deleted, unvisible] to bring their own independent moral thought into a
more precise and systematic form. I trust that such assistance may to some extend
be given by it to the distant readers of an Asian tongue to whom these lines are
addressed: so that these who have perseveringly accomplished the laborious task
of translation may feel that their toils have not been thrown away.
Henry Sidgwick
Methods of Ethics ??????????????????????? H. ??????
????????????????????????Metropole Hotel????????1898
? 6 ? 14 ??????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???Trinity/Add. Ms. c /93/138??? 2 ??????????????????1898 ?
9 ? 7 ????????????????????????????????Trinity/ Add.
Ms. c /93/139????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? 3 ?
??1898 ? 12 ? 4 ??Trinity/Add. Ms. c /93/140????????? 2,000 ????
????? 6 ????????????????????????????????1899 ? 2
? 8 ?????????????????????Trinity/Add. Ms. c /94/165/1????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? 10 ????????????????
???????Trinity/Add. Ms. c /94 / 165/2?n.d.?????????????????
??????? 1899 ? 2 ? 7 ?????Trinity/Add. Ms. c /94/171?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? 1900 ? 10 ? 30 ?????Trinity/Add.
Ms. c /101/60???????????????????????1900 ? 8 ? 28 ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
??????????????Newnham College, 1871?????????????1854?
? 8 ? 9 ?-1936 ? ?? 11??????1894??? 27?????????????????
????????????1895??? 28?? 8 ????????????1994?1-21 ????
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????
4?Sidgwick, Henry?1838-1900?????????????????????????1859 ?
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???????????????????????????1869 ??????????????
??1883 ??????????????1900 ???????1990 ????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????J. ?????J.S. ????????????????
?? Methods of Ethics?1874??The Principles of Political Economy?1883???
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????2009?????
5?Eleanor Mildred?Nora?Balfour?1845-1936???1876 ?? H. ??????????
????? H. ???????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? Arthur James Balfour?1848-1930????
????????1866-69???????????????Hillside, Chesterton ??????
1893 ??????????????????H.C.G.Mattjew and Brian Harrison?2004?
vol.50, pp. 528-30?Sidgwick[n¶ee Balfour], Eleanor Mildred???
Letter?13?1)? 1908? 3? 1?
Tokio
March 1st
1908
Dear Prof. Foxwell
Allow me to inform you that Baron Sakatani2) ex-Minister of Finance
will forward you this letter on his arrival to England. His career is well
known and so are his great services rendered to our Country.
No better authority can be found in matters related to our ¯nance and
economy.
Please allow him the same kindness as shown to me.
Yours sincerely,
J. Soyeda
1???????????????????????
Prof. Foxwell / 1, Harvey Road, / Chambridge. [sic.] / or London University /
Gower Str. / London
??????????????????????????Letter?13-1???????????
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????????????????? Letter ??????
2??????1863-1941????????????????????????1873??? 6???
??????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????1876??? 9?????????????8 ?
???????????????????????????????????????????
?????????1877??? 10????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? 1880??? 13?? 6 ????
???? 7 ????????????1884??? 17???????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????
??????1975??407 ???????Frederick E. Whitney ????????? 11 ? 9
??? 14 ? 8 ????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????1951?53-66 ???
7 ??????????????????????????1906.1-1908??1912??? 45??
7 ??? 1915??? 4?? 6 ???????????????????????????2001?
458-59 ???1908??? 41?? 1 ???????????4 ? 15 ????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? 6 ? 2 ?
???????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????A. A. Shand, 1844-1930??? 1863-1873??????
???318 ????????????????????????????1886??? 19?? 5
????????????????????????????????????1925???
Letter?13-1?1)? 1908? 6? 4?
Coburg Hotel,
Grosvenor Square,
S.W., June 4th 1908.
Dear Sir,
I take the liberty to forward the letter of introduction from Mr. Soyeda,
to you, enclosed herewith.
I should like very much to have the pleasure of seeing you when it is
convenient to both of us. Having just arrived, I am not yet sure how long
I shall stay in England.
When I shall have made up my mind as to my future movements, I shall
be only too delighted to let you know when I can ask you for the favour of
meeting you.
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? I am, dear Sir,
Yours faithfully,
Y. Sakatani
[Signuture]
To? Professor Foxwell.,
1???????????????????????
Prof. Foxwell, / c/o London University, Gower Street, London / Harvey Road /
Cambridge / ???????????????????????????????
Baron Sakatani. Coburg Hotel. / Fridays / Tuesd[ay]. 3 in town / Thurs[day]. 5
at Savile / or Mon[day]. Sat[urday]. at / Cambridge
??????? London. E.C. / 1.30 PM / Jun 5 [19]08 ???????????????
???????????????????
???????
????????????????????1982????????????????
??
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